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The balloon-borne Isotope Matter-Antimatter Experiment (IMAX) was flown from Lynn Lake,
Manitoba, Canada on 16–17 July 1992. Using velocity and magnetic rigidity to determine mass, we
have directly measured the abundances of cosmic ray antiprotons and protons in the energy range from
0.25 to 3.2 GeV. Both the absolute flux of antiprotons and the antiprotonyproton ratio are consistent
with recent theoretical work in which antiprotons are produced as secondary products of cosmic ray
interactions with the interstellar medium. This consistency implies a lower limit to the antiproton
lifetime of ,107 yr.
PACS numbers: 98.70.Sa, 14.20.Dh, 95.85.RyMeasurement of the antiproton abundance in the cos-
mic radiation bears strongly on questions ranging from the
possibility of a baryon symmetric universe to characteriz-
ing the origin and transport of the cosmic rays. However,
the interpretation of cosmic ray antiproton measurements
has been very uncertain ever since their discovery by
Golden et al. [1]. While antiprotons in the cosmic radia-
tion are expected as “secondary” products of interactions
of the primary cosmic radiation, principally protons, with
the ambient interstellar medium (ISM) [2–4], the first
positive measurements [1,5,6] reported higher antiproton
fluxes than predicted by contemporary models of cosmic
ray transport. Of the numerous explanations proposed (re-
viewed in Stephens and Golden [7]), one class assumed
that secondary antiprotons are produced by cosmic ray
protons and helium which have passed through more mat-
ter than implied by measured secondaryyprimary ratios
of heavier elements (e.g., boronycarbon). Others consid-
ered “exotic” sources such as the evaporation of primor-
dial black holes, the decay of dark matter, or acceleration
in relativistic plasmas. It was also suggested that the ex-
cess could be a manifestation of a baryon symmetric cos-
mology [8]. The largest discrepancy was at ,200 MeV
[6], where antiproton production in p-p interactions is
heavily suppressed [7,9]; however, later measurements
gave corresponding upper limits which were significantly
lower [10,11]. The Isotope Matter-Antimatter Experiment
(IMAX) [12] and other recent experiments [13] were de-
signed to clarify these issues.
The fluxes of antiprotons and protons from ,0.2 to
3.2 GeV were measured by IMAX using magnetic rigid-
ity, ionization energy loss, and velocity measurements
to determine the charge (from energy loss and b) and
mass (from Z, b, and rigidity) of incident particles. Data
were taken for ,16 h at an average altitude of 36 km0031-9007y96y76(17)y3057(4)$10.00(,5 gycm2 of residual atmosphere) in a balloon flight
from Lynn Lake, Manitoba, Canada on 16–17 July 1992.
Results from 5.32 3 104 s are reported here.
The IMAX magnetic spectrometer used a single-coil
superconducting magnet [14] with drift chambers (DC)
[15] and multiwire proportional chambers (MWPC) [14]
giving 20 position measurements (12 DC, 8 MWPC) in
the bending direction and 12 (8 DC, 4 MWPC) in the
nonbending direction. The most probable maximum-
detectable rigidity (MDR), determined by the path integral
of the magnetic field and the trajectory resolution, was
200 GVyc for Z ­ 1 particles. All events used in the
present analysis had an MDR $50 GVyc and both charge
signs were treated identically.
Velocities were measured by a time-of-flight (TOF)
system [16] with a flight path of 2.54 m (giving bTOF),
and two Cherenkov counters (C2 and C3) [17] with
n ­ 1.043 silica-aerogel radiators (giving bCk). A third
Cherenkov counter (C1) was not used in the current analy-
sis. For Z ­ 1, b ­ 1 particles, the TOF resolution (s)
was 122 ps and the yields from C2 and C3 were 11 and
13 photoelectrons. The sum of the signals expected from
C2 and C3 for a Z ­ 1, b ­ 1 particle was normalized
to 1. Energy loss was measured by the TOF and scintilla-
tors S1 and S2. Agreement was required among the four
resulting charge measurements.
Tracking quality is a critical factor in positively iden-
tifying antiprotons. Track fits were required to use at
least 11 position measurements in the bending direction
and 7 in the nonbending direction, and have a reduced
x2 # 4. To eliminate events in which a hard scatter oc-
curred, agreement was required among the rigidities mea-
sured by the complete tracking system and by the upper
and lower halves. Antiproton candidates were examined
for evidence of scattering, and none had to be rejected. To© 1996 The American Physical Society 3057
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in either orientation could have hits .4 cm from the fitted
track, and the positions at the TOF derived from timing
and tracking had to agree to #5 cm.
For antiproton and proton kinetic energies below
2.6 GeV, mass was determined using bTOF , and
C2 1 C3 was limited to ,0.16 sbCk ­ 0.965d, improv-
ing discrimination against leptons and mesons. Mass
separation using bTOF is illustrated in Fig. 1, with the
C2 1 C3 limit relaxed to #0.36 to show the full range of
antiproton and proton energies #3.2 GeV.
From 2.6 to 3.2 GeV, bCk was used. This range
s0.16 # C2 1 C3 # 0.36d was chosen to minimize
background resulting from downward fluctuations of the
Cherenkov signals of leptons and mesons. To eliminate
spurious events, agreement was required between C2
and C3 and between bCk and bTOF . Figure 2 shows
the antiprotons clearly separated from the leptons and
mesons, which appear as a band around an ordinate of 1.
Measured antiproton and proton energies, adjusted for
ionization energy loss to the top of the atmosphere
(TOA), are reported in three intervals: 0.25–1, 1–2.6, and
2.6–3.2 GeV. Average payload column densities were
18.8 gycm2 in and above the instrument (11.6 gycm2
above the spectrometer) and 10.7 gycm2 below the instru-
ment. Antiprotons and protons with ,175 MeV (TOA)
are above the instrumental and geomagnetic cutoffs.
However, antiprotons with $250 MeV (TOA) always exit
the full payload with $70 MeV residual energy and the
annihilation corrections are reduced. Mass histograms for
the three energy ranges are shown in Fig. 3. Note that the
antiprotons are clearly mass resolved.
The numbers of antiprotons and protons detected are
given in Table I. The lowest energy antiproton observed
FIG. 1. Velocity determined by the TOF vs rigidity for events
with C2 1 C3 # 0.36. The 16 antiprotons have been enhanced
sdd. Protons, deuterium, and tritium are visible at positive
rigidity. The protons and antiprotons are clearly separated from
the pions, muons, and electrons.3058had 583 MeV (TOA). To obtain incident fluxes, the
measurements were corrected for backgrounds and losses.
Average correction–factors, calculated without spectral
weighting, are given below for the three energy intervals
ordered from lowest to highest.
Based on a calculation by Stephens [18], we have
subtracted (0.3, 1.9, 0.7) detected antiprotons which are
estimated to have come from atmospheric secondary pro-
duction. In addition, (0, 0, 0.5) antiprotons have been sub-
tracted based on Monte Carlo simulations of fluctuations in
the Cherenkov yields of leptons and mesons. We have also
subtracted s1.32 3 104, 6.69 3 103, 8.44 3 102d detected
protons based on a calculation of atmospheric secondaries
by Papini, Grimani, and Stephens [19].
Antiprotons or protons undergoing inelastic interactions
in or above the instrument are assumed to be lost. Multi-
plicative corrections for such antiproton losses, calculated
using recent antiproton-nucleus annihilation cross sections
[20] are (1.37, 1.31, 1.29) for the instrument and payload
and (1.09, 1.08, 1.08) for the atmosphere. Correction fac-
tors for proton losses are (1.19, 1.21, 1.21) for the payload
and (1.06, 1.05, 1.06) for the atmosphere.
Antiprotons which annihilate below the instrument may
also be lost if charged particles produced either directly
or from gamma conversion hit the detectors and cause the
events to be rejected. Because of the energy dependence
of the cross sections and kinematics, this is most probable
at low energies. From a GEANT Monte Carlo simulation
we estimate corrections of (1.12, 1.06, 1.05) for this
effect, with a maximum of 1.15 at 250 MeV. Even if
all antiprotons which annihilate below the instrument were
FIG. 2. The signed square root of the absolute value of the
C2 1 C3 signal vs deflection (proportional to rigidity21). The
16 antiprotons have been enhanced (d). Low-mass particles
occupy the nearly horizontal band. The Cherenkov counter
noise of ,0.5 photoelectron can result in negative values. At
low amplitude, fluctuations in the signal are exaggerated by the
square root. Below 3.2 GeV (0.6 ordinate) the antiprotons are
well separated from background.
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Energy Measured Measured TOA antiproton fluxa TOA proton flux TOA antiprotonyproton ratio a
(GeV) antiprotons protons fsm2 sr s GeVd21g fsm2 sr s GeVd21g
0.25–1.0 3 1.27 3 105 2.3112.521.4 3 1022 7.34 3 102 3.1413.421.9 3 1025
1.0–2.6 8 1.41 3 105 2.1111.421.0 3 1022 3.94 3 102 5.3613.522.4 3 1025
2.6–3.2 5 2.31 3 104 3.4613.122.0 3 1022 1.78 3 102 1.9411.821.1 3 1024
aQuoted error reflects only the statistical uncertainty of the number of measured antiprotons.lost, these corrections would be at most (1.17, 1.14, 1.14)
and 1.26 at 250 MeV.
The geometry factor was ,140 cm2 sr and overall de-
tection efficiency, including live time (0.74), telemetry re-
covery (0.93), and data selection s0.51d, was ,0.35, giving
an effective exposure of 2.6 3 102 m2 sr s. The fluxes of
antiprotons and protons corrected to the top of the atmos-
phere are given in Table I. Systematic uncertainties in the
antiproton flux are ,10%, due primarily to uncertainties
in the atmospheric background corrections and, at the very
lowest energies, in the annihilation corrections. System-
atic uncertainties in the proton flux are ,3%.
To derive theoretical predictions of 1 AU fluxes, we
have applied a spherically symmetric solar modulation
model [21] to the interstellar antiproton spectra of Webber
and Potgieter (WP) [3] and Gaisser and Schaefer (GS) [4].
The modulation parameter, f ­ 750 MV, was chosen to
FIG. 3. Mass (amu) 3 charge sign for the three energy
intervals. The antiprotons are well resolved in mass and clearly
separated from the leptons and mesons.make the modulated WP interstellar proton spectrum and
the IMAX proton spectrum agree.
Historically, antiproton measurements have been
reported as the ratio of the flux (or flux limit) of
antiprotons to that of protons. In Fig. 4, the IMAX
measurements of this ratio are compared with previous
results, with theoretical limits derived by GS, and with
the ratio of the modulated WP spectra. Note that below
,2 GeV the ratio is expected to vary with solar modu-
lation [3,22]. The earlier results of Bogomolov et al. [5]
(based on one antiproton detected from 0.2 to 2 GeV
and three from 2 to 5 GeV) and the low-energy upper
limits [10,11] are consistent with the IMAX results.
The IMAX measurements are also in agreement with
the most recent theoretical predictions [3,4], which are
higher than in the earlier literature (see [7]). Note that
the measurements and predictions now have comparable
uncertainties.
FIG. 4. The TOA antiprotonyproton ratios measured by
IMAX compared with previous measurements, with lim-
its to the 1 AU ratio calculated by GS [4] for 1989
(dashed lines), and with the ratio obtained by modu-
lating WP [3] interstellar spectra to 1992 conditions
(solid line). The points are IMAX (bold, filled cir-
cles), Golden et al. [1] (open diamond), Bogomolov
et al. [5] (asterisk), Buffington et al. [6] (open triangle),
Stochaj [11] (no symbol), and Salamon et al. [10] (open
circle). Note that the higher-energy upper limit of [10] and the
low-energy point of [5] coincide.3059
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together with the WP [3] antiproton spectrum (solid line) and
the GS [4] spectral limits (dashed lines), modulated to 1992
levels.
If the lowest energy interval is divided at 0.5 GeV,
the 0.25–0.5 GeV fluxes [in sm2 sr s GeVd21] would
be 8.3 3 102 for protons and ,6.2 3 1022 for
antiprotons (86% confidence level), while the 0.5–
1 GeV fluxes would be 7.0 3 102 for protons and
3.113.421.9 3 1022 for antiprotons. The corresponding
antiprotonyproton ratios would be ,7.3 3 1025 (86% CL
as in [10,11]) for 0.25–0.5 GeV and 4.514.822.7 3 1025 for
0.5–1 GeV.
In Fig. 5, the IMAX measurements of the antiproton
flux at 1 AU are compared to the modulated WP and
GS spectra. The measurements are consistent with the
WP flux and fall within the maximum and minimum GS
fluxes. Averaged over 0.25–3.2 GeV, the WP calcula-
tions give a TOA antiproton flux [in sm2 sr s GeVd21]
of 3.4 3 1022, while the range of GS spectra predict
1.612.220.9 3 1022. The total observed IMAX antiproton
flux of 2.51120.8 3 1022 is consistent with both calcula-
tions.
We conclude that within the uncertainties of the current
calculations, the antiproton fluxes measured by IMAX
are consistent with cosmic ray antiprotons in this energy
range being dominated by secondaries of the primary
cosmic radiation. We find no need for exotic sources
of antiprotons to explain our measurements. The present
IMAX results are the first to clearly establish that the bulk
of cosmic ray antiprotons below 3 GeV have a secondary
origin. This implies that the antiproton lifetime must
be comparable to or greater than the storage lifetime
of cosmic rays in the galaxy [23], estimated from the
abundance of 10Be to be ,107 yr [24].
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